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company can report as “proved” depends in large part 
on economic producibility of the hydrocarbons, which in 
turn is influenced by technology and the price of oil and 
gas.  If these criteria cannot be met to the SEC’s 
satisfaction, reserves are not deemed to be “proved” and 
cannot be included in the SEC filings, which could have 
a huge impact on a company’s balance sheet and create 
a significant disparity between a company’s publicly 
reported reserves and internal estimates. 
 
According to industry experts1, SEC reserves are based 
on a set of U.S. focused definitions made from 1978 to 
1982.  They rely on deterministic methods to assess 
“proven reserves” recoverable “with reasonable 
certainty,” but the SEC refuses to specify at what 
confidence level.  Further, the SEC definitions do not 
reflect what modern imaging technology and subsurface 
modeling can now show.  As a result, the gap between 
the SEC’s concept of proved reserves, and what in 
practice, may be economically recoverable, is enlarged 
by new technologies. 
 
The SEC’s exclusive focus on a single deterministic 
“proven” reserves estimate ignores the real range of 
underlying resource potential and promotes incomplete 
consideration of the geological, engineering, 
commercial and price risks.  These risks have a major 
impact on possible outcomes of reserves, production, 
capital and operating costs, project feasibility, timing, 
margins and value for oil and gas projects.  
Additionally, different rules exist in the United States, 
the United Kingdom, Norway, Australia, Canada, China 
and Russia, some with very different philosophies, sets 
of definitions and reserve-reporting requirements.  
 
Another problem is that reserves are not necessarily the 
best measure of the financial strength of an oil and gas 
company, for a variety of reasons.  Not all barrels are 
equal; different areas and resources, from sweet light to 
tar sands and coal-bed methane (CBM), have 
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In the oil and gas industry, companies are typically 
measured by their reserves.  Reserves are the primary 
assets on oil and gas companies’ balance sheet.  Oil 
reserves are primarily a measure of geological risk, 
defined by the probability of oil existing and being 
producible under current economic conditions using 
current technology. The three categories of reserves 
generally used are proven, probable, and possible 
reserves1. 
 
• Proven reserves are defined as “reasonably certain” 

to be producible using current technology at current 
prices, with current commercial terms and 
government consent. Some industry specialists refer 
to this as P90, or having a 90% certainty of being 
produced.  

• Probable reserves are defined as oil and gas 
“reasonably probable” of being produced using 
current or likely technology at current prices, with 
current commercial terms and government consent.  
Some industry specialists refer to this as P50, or 
having a 50% certainty of being produced.  

• Possible reserves are defined as “having a chance of 
being developed under favorable circumstances”.  
Some industry specialists refer to this as P10, or 
having a 10% certainty of being produced.  

 
Despite these industry guidelines, there are still many 
thorny issues with respect to how reserves are calculated 
and booked on the balance sheet.  Much of the 
complexity involved in calculating and disclosing 
proved reserves results from the overlap between 
engineering, legal, and accounting considerations.  In 
general, companies may include as proven reserves only 
those estimated quantities of hydrocarbons that they 
have demonstrated by actual production or conclusive 
formation tests to be economically and legally 
producible under existing economic and operating 
conditions.  Therefore, the amount of reserves a 
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different costs and timing to market.  In many fields, the 
reported or “booked” proven figure is well below (and 
not necessarily a good guide to) the internally expected 
ultimately recoverable reserves in the early stages of 
development and even production, and the major 
economic decision to develop the field is not based on 
the booked figure.  Economic decisions are driven by 
internal best estimates – usually probabalistic ranges, 
with stage gates of further investment in seismic and 
drilling to reduce the uncertainty in the range. 
 
What is more important to management and investors is 
the outlook for the future. For example, management 
should provide better breakdowns of not just booked 
reserves, but also the expected recoverable resources, 
expected production profiles and costs, risks, net cash-
flow margins and the value created for the investment 
made.  Oil and gas companies should disclose the 
number of prospects they plan to drill in high profile 
basins or perhaps some gross estimates of the undrilled 
potential available in these areas. Clearly, proved 
reserves alone are a poor indicator of company or 
shareholder value. 
 
Progress to date has been slow.  Consistent definitions 
have been developed over the last several years, and 
there is clearly a move toward a global standard in 
reserve estimates as in many other global activities and 
technical disciplines.  If a strong, workable, global 
standard were applied by most key resource holders and 
regulators, access to better information and more energy 
resource transparency would be available for all 
concerned. 
 
 
Here are a few of the companies in our oil and oil 
services universe: 
 
ESPH 
Ecosphere Technologies, Inc. (OTCBB:ESPH.OB) is a 
diversified clean technology and services company 
currently focused on treating “produced water” which is 
a $40 billion problem for the oil and gas industry.  
Ecosphere's mission is to identify, create and produce 
clean technologies that solve a significant industry 
challenge, improve the quality of life and the 
environment, and are economically viable. Ecosphere 
has an extensive portfolio of patented clean technologies 
that can be purchased and licensed for use in large-scale 
and sustainable applications across industries, nations 
and ecosystems. 
 

KNEC
Knight Energy Corp. (OTCBB:KNEC.OB) was formed 
in March 2006 for the purpose of operating and 
developing energy related businesses and assets. Shortly 
thereafter, Knight acquired an independent oil and gas 
services company, Charles Hill Drilling, Inc., which 
owned a 100% working interest in a 160-acre oil and gas 
lease in Stephens County, Texas, a drilling rig and other 
oil and gas equipment. The Company has leased an 
additional 400 acres that run contiguous to its 160-acre 
lease, and it has the right of first refusal on 
approximately 3,100 more acres in the same area. 
 
LUCE 
Lucas Energy, Inc. (OTCBB:LUCE.OB) is an 
independent crude oil and gas company building a 
diversified portfolio of valuable oil and gas assets in the 
United States. The company is focused on identifying 
underperforming oil and gas assets, which are 
revitalized through a meticulous process of evaluation, 
application of modern well technology, and stringent 
management controls.  
 
NOGS 
Northern Oil and Gas, Inc. (OTCBB:NOGS.OB) is an 
exploration and production company focused on drilling 
exploratory and developmental wells in the Rocky 
Mountain regions of the United States.  The Company’s 
primary target is the Middle Bakken formation in the 
Williston Basin.  Northern Oil’s secondary target is 
conventional, 3-D driven, oil and gas exploration and 
development throughout the Rocky Mountain Region.  
The Company currently controls approximately 45,000 
net mineral acres in the Williston Basin and 10,000 net 
mineral acres in the Appalachia Basin. 
 
 
Paul Silver 
Director of Research, WSR 
  

http://finance.yahoo.com/q?s=luce.ob
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Micro-cap Portfolio 
 
The micro-capital portfolio is a collection of WSR’s best ideas and is intended to help speculative investors increase their 
investment performance.  Positions in the portfolio include early stage companies and other micro-capital companies that 
appear to be significantly under-valued or technically attractive.  Early stage companies are typically WSR clients and (in 
our opinion) have the potential for a three hundred percent return over the next three to five years.  Other companies 
included in the portfolio are generally trading at a significant discount to their peers, breaking out of long-term bases, are 
turn-around plays, or have recently announced a significant event.  Changes to the portfolio are emailed to WSR’s 
subscribers via its Daily Notes publication and are updated each month in The Emerging Growth News. 
 

Micro-Capital Portfolio 11/24/03 to 10/31/07             
Open Positions   Entry Entry Valuation Closing Gain/ Gain/ Annualized 

Name  Symbol Date Price Date Price (Loss) (Loss)% Return % 
Profile Technologies, Inc. PRTK 11/24/2003 0.35 10/31/2007 1.2 0.85 242.86% 61.69% 
vFinance VFIN 11/24/2003 0.16 10/31/2007 0.23 0.07 43.75% 11.11% 
Assured Pharmacy APHY 11/25/2003 0.42 10/31/2007 0.27 -0.15 -35.71% -9.08% 
GelStat GSAC 12/16/2003 1.2 10/31/2007 0.08 -1.12 -93.33% -24.08% 
iSecuretrac ISEC 12/16/2003 4 10/31/2007 1.19 -2.81 -70.25% -18.12% 
Credence Systems Corp CMOS 5/19/2004 12.11 10/31/2007 3.05 -9.06 -74.81% -21.67% 
Axesstel, Inc. AFT 8/2/804 4.2 10/31/2007 0.94 -3.26 -77.62% -23.91% 
Thomas Equipment THME 1/3/2005 3.9 10/31/2007 0.1 -3.8 -97.44% -34.49% 
New Century Companies NCNC 1/19/2005 0.4 10/31/2007 0.29 -0.11 -27.50% -9.89% 
Microfield Group MICG 5/6/2005 0.39 10/31/2007 1.4 1.01 258.97% 104.10% 
Seamless Technology, Inc. SLSX 10/31/2005 0.9 10/31/2007 0.19 -0.71 -78.89% -31.71% 
Pet Ecology, Inc. PECD 12/8/2005 2.1 10/31/2007 3.31 1.21 57.62% 30.39% 
AHPC Holdings, Inc. GLOV 12/13/2005 2.85 10/31/2007 0.06 -2.79 -97.89% -52.01% 
Global Music International, Inc. GMUS 2/15/2006 3 10/31/2007 1.5 -1.5 -50.00% -29.29% 
Bridgetech Holdings Intl., Inc. BGTH 3/13/2006 4.2 10/31/2007 0.33 -3.87 -92.14% -56.34% 
Global Realty Development  GRLY 7/11/2006 0.7 10/31/2007 0.23 -0.47 -67.14% -51.38% 
nFinanSe, Inc. NFSE 7/12/2006 8 10/31/2007 4.75 -3.25 -40.63% -31.15% 
Ecosphere Technologies, Inc. ESPH 8/24/2006 0.9 10/31/2007 0.2 -0.7 -77.78% -65.56% 
Universal Capital Management UCMT 8/29/2006 1.6 10/31/2007 0.8 -0.8 -50.00% -42.64% 
Natol, Inc. NTOL 10/2/2006 1.58 10/31/2007 2.95 1.37 86.71% 80.33% 
US Sustainable Energy Corp USSE 10/11/2006 0.05 10/31/2007 0.02 -0.03 -60.00% -56.88% 
HearUSA, Inc. EAR 10/19/2006 1.85 10/31/2007 1.6 -0.25 -13.51% -13.08% 
Theater Xtreme Ent. Group, Inc. TXEG 12/1/2006 1.1 10/31/2007 0.18 -0.92 -83.64% -91.40% 
Advanced Growing Systems, Inc. AGWS 12/14/2006 0.31 10/31/2007 0.4 0.09 29.03% 33.01% 
eFoodSafety EFSF 12/20/2006 0.17 10/31/2007 0.253 0.083 48.82% 56.57% 
Nano Chemical Systems Holdings NCSH 1/29/2007 0.72 10/31/2007 0.11 -0.61 -84.72% -112.45% 
Winland Electronics, Inc. WEX 1/30/2007 3.71 10/31/2007 2.83 -0.88 -23.72% -31.60% 
Straight Up Brands STRU 2/8/2007 0.21 10/31/2007 0.12 -0.09 -42.86% -59.03% 
Mace Security Intl., Inc. MACE 2/26/2007 2.88 10/31/2007 2.15 -0.73 -25.35% -37.46% 
BlueFire Ethanol, Inc. BFRE 2/27/2007 5 10/31/2007 4.45 -0.55 -11.00% -16.32% 
Axiom Technologies, Inc. AXGI 3/1/2007 0.35 10/31/2007 0.21 -0.14 -40.00% -59.84% 
Dynamic Response Group, Inc. DRGP 3/14/2007 0.38 10/31/2007 0.075 -0.305 -80.26% -126.82% 
Remote Surveillance Tech. RSUV 4/3/2007 0.3 10/31/2007 0.32 0.02 6.67% 11.53% 
HS3 Technologies, Inc. HSTH 4/17/2007 0.15 10/31/2007 0.1 -0.05 -33.33% -61.76% 
Home Solutions of America, Inc. HSOA 5/9/2007 5.25 10/31/2007 2.53 -2.72 -51.81% -108.06% 
Lucas Energy, Inc. LUCE 5/16/2007 2.41 10/31/2007 1.95 -0.46 -19.09% -41.47% 
Forgent Networks, Inc. ASUR 5/30/2007 1.08 10/31/2007 1.37 0.29 26.85% 63.64% 
Zapata Corporation ZAP 7/12/2007 6.73 10/31/2007 7.087 0.357 5.30% 17.44% 
Hudson Technologies, Inc. HDSN 7/18/2007 1.2 10/31/2007 0.85 -0.35 -29.17% -101.39% 
ITEX Corporation ITEX 9/19/2007 0.87 10/31/2007 0.97 0.1 11.49% 99.89% 
Peerless Systems Corporation PRLS 10/11/2007 2.24 10/31/2007 2.2 -0.04 -1.79% -32.59% 
Commerce Energy Corporation EGR 10/25/2007 2.22 10/31/2007 2.09 -0.13 -5.86% -356.23% 
           
Average:             -19.50% -29.48% 
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Closed Positions                 

   Entry Entry Closing Closing Gain/ Gain/ Annualized 
Name  Symbol Date Price Date Price (Loss) (Loss)% Return % 

                  
Magellan Petroleum MPET 12/24/2003 1.3 2/4/2004 1.8 0.5 38.46% 334.25% 
IGAI, Inc. IGIA 7/30/2004 0.74 10/22/2004 0.13 -0.61 -82.43% -358.19% 
VASCO Data Systems VDSI 4/21/2004 2.44 2/3/2004 7.97 5.53 226.64% 260.14% 
Omnivision Technology OVTI 6/23/2004 16.06 12/6/2005 21.04 4.98 31.01% 21.31% 
Mattman Specialty Vehicles, Inc. MMSV 3/27/2006 2.15 8/9/2006 0.2 -1.95 -90.70% -177.98% 
MEDirect Latino, Inc. MLTO 3/13/2006 5 9/15/2006 2.85 -2.15 -43.00% -84.38% 
Titan Global Holdings TTGL 4/28/2004 0.57 10/16/2006 0.8 0.23 40.35% 16.35% 
Hanover Direct, Inc. HNVD 12/16/2003 2.3 11/21/2006 0.35 -1.95 -84.78% -28.89% 
Insmed, Inc. INSM 9/19/2006 1.41 11/21/2006 1.68 0.27 19.15% 110.94% 
Phantom Fiber Corporation PHFB 4/13/2005 1.16 12/14/2006 0.45 -0.71 -61.21% -36.62% 
Vitria Technology, Inc. VITR  2/6/2007 2.74 2/7/2007 2.75 0.01 0.36% 133.21% 
General Employment Entrps, Inc. JOB 11/13/2006 1.71 4/10/2007 3.23 1.52 88.89% 219.22% 
Packaged Home Solutions, Inc. PKGH 2/14/2007 0.15 5/21/2007 0.07 -0.08 -53.33% -202.78% 
Emerging Vision, Inc. ISEE 10/10/2006 0.15 6/12/2007 0.41 0.26 173.33% 258.23% 
Datascension, Inc. DSEN 4/12/2006 0.34 6/19/2007 0.69 0.35 102.94% 86.77% 
Inplay Technologies, Inc. NPLA 5/3/2007 1 7/2/2007 2.66 1.66 166.00% 1009.83% 
American Bio Medica Corporation ABMC 2/8/2007 1.08 7/13/2007 1.33 0.25 23.15% 54.51% 
Q Comm International QMMI 11/24/2003 5.89 7/17/2007 0.15 -5.74 -97.45% -26.72% 
Inplay Technologies, Inc. NPLA 8/8/2007 1.38 9/14/2007 2.18 0.8 57.97% 571.88% 
Franklin Electronic Publishing, Inc. FEP 8/14/2007 2.89 9/14/2007 3.65 0.76 26.30% 309.63% 
Dynamic Health Products, Inc. DYHP 6/6/2006 0.27 10/19/2007 0.52 0.25 92.59% 67.59% 
                  
Average:             27.34% 120.87% 
         
         
Open and Closed Performance           -4.01% 21.32% 
         
         
Dow Jones Industrial Average 11/24/2003 9,748 10/31/2007 13,930 4182.22 42.90% 10.90% 
S&P 500  11/24/2003 1,052 10/31/2007 1,549 497.3 47.27% 12.01% 
NASDAQ   11/24/2003 1,947 10/31/2007 2,859 911.98 46.84% 11.90% 

 
 
Note: Past performance does not guarantee future success, and an investment in the model theoretical portfolio might lose money.  Dividends and 
commissions are not included in performance calculations.  The model theoretical performance noted above includes performance history of the model 
micro-capital portfolio.  The theoretical performance contains many high-risk speculative stocks, which tend to be more volatile and more illiquid than 
larger more established companies.  The theoretical performance of the model does not represent actual trading and does not reflect material economic, 
psychological and market factors that might have impacted the results if actual money had been invested.  While no companies pay a fee to be included in 
our micro-capital portfolio, certain companies, which are published as featured companies on our website, pay a due diligence fee for participation in the 
Wall Street Resources’ financial publication and distribution program. In compliance with rule 17b of the Securities and Exchange Commission, detailed 
information regarding compensation from such companies is included on the last page of such reports, is explained in the disclaimer located at 
http://wallstreetresources.net/disclaimer.html, and is located on the last page of this newsletter. Tax consequences must be carefully considered.  We, 
our affiliates, and any officer, director or stockholder or any member of their families may have a position in and may from time to time purchase or sell 
any securities included in our micro-capital portfolio. Wall Street Resources, Inc. is a financial publisher and not a broker/dealer or registered investment 
advisor, and thus all trades and actual trading, decisions are made solely by the individual investor, not by Wall Street Resources, Inc. Wall Street 
Resources, Inc. and/or the employees of Wall Street Resources, Inc. will not be held responsible for any losses that might occur from the use of the 
information provided in our model portfolio that might be acted upon by an investor.   Changes in our theoretical portfolio and current quote prices are 
made as of the last trading day of each month and based upon the closed price.  
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OCTOBER’S COMPANIES OF INTEREST: 
 
Wall Street Resources’ “Companies of Interest” section of its Daily Notes publication provides emerging growth company 
investors with fresh ideas.  While we have only briefly reviewed these companies, something caught our attention and in our 
opinion the company warrants further inspection. View our 2006 “Companies of Interest” Track Record at 
http://wallstreetresources.net/pdf/p/2006_Companies_of_Interest.pdf
 
 
Peerless Systems Corporation (PRLS:NASDAQ) 10/11/07 $2.24  
The company engages in the licensing, development, and sale of imaging and networking technologies and components to 
the digital document markets primarily in the United States and Japan.  It is trading at 20.93 times trailing earnings, 10.67 
times forward earnings, 1.36 times sales, 2.25 times book, 4.25 current ratio, $0.91 per share in cash, $38.73 million market 
cap., $22.91 million enterprise value. 
 
Phazar Corporation (ANTP:NASDAQ) 10/12/07 $7.57  
The company engages in the design, manufacture, and marketing of antenna systems, wireless mesh network solutions, 
towers, support structures, masts, and communication accessories worldwide.  Sales were up 69% and the company posted 
a profit versus a loss over the same period last year (as reported in the most recent quarter), trading at 3.34 times sales, 2.43 
times book, 14.99 current ratio, $1.78 per share in cash, earned $0.08 per share in last quarter, $17.55 million market cap., 
$13.43 million enterprise value. 
 
Edac Technologies Corp. (EDAC:NASDAQ) 10/22/07 $7.90  
The company provides design and manufacturing services for tooling, fixtures, molds, jet engine components, and machine 
spindles, sales were up 53% and earnings were up 325% over the same period last year (as reported in the most recent 
quarter), trading at 15.61 times trailing earnings, .83 times sales, 2.93 times book, 1.9 current ratio, $36.44 million market 
cap., $44.94 million enterprise value. 
 
Commerce Energy Corp. (EGR:AMEX) 10/25/07 $2.22  
The company provides retail electricity and natural gas in the United States. It also provides consulting, technology, and 
transaction data management services to utilities, electricity generators, natural gas pipelines, wholesale energy merchants, 
energy technology providers, and financial institutions.  Sales were up 106% and earnings were up 50% over the same 
period last year (as reported in the most recent quarter), trading at 12.98 times trailing earnings, .22 times sales, .96 times 
book, 2.01 current ratio, $.70 per share in cash, $67.45 million market cap., $46.32 million enterprise value. 
 
ZOOM Technologies, Inc. (ZOOM:NASDAQ) 10/30/07 $.79  
The company e engages in the design, production, and sale of broadband and dial-up modems, as well as other 
communication-related products worldwide.  It is trading at .42 times sales, .71 times book, 5.28 current ratio, $0.62 per 
share in cash, $7.38 million market cap., $1.58 million enterprise value. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Investors Business Daily, Knobias and Yahoo Finance 
 
 

http://wallstreetresources.net/pdf/p/2006_Companies_of_Interest.pdf
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WSR CORPORATE SPONSORS:  
 
Wall Street Resources is a professional research and consulting firm connecting under-followed emerging 
growth companies with sophisticated investors looking for emerging growth company investment ideas.  
Leveraging over a decade of experience analyzing micro-to-small capital companies, the principals of WSR are 
dedicated to providing aggressive investors with unique opportunities, while helping emerging growth 
companies communicate with the investment community.  The following companies are WSR’s current clients 
which support its financial publications: 
 

Featured Companies: 
Advanced Growing Systems, Inc. 
OTC:AGWS 
Advanced Growing Systems, Inc., founded in 2006, is the parent company of Organic Growing 
Systems, Inc. (a scientifically advanced Organic fertilizer manufacturer) and Advanced Nurseries, 
Inc. (a wholesale group of Commercial Nurseries located in the Southeastern US). AGWS is 
dedicated to providing its shareholders significant value and is directly involved in the $48 Billion 
fertilizer market and the $66 Billion Green Industry. AGSI was founded by a skilled group of 
industry professionals each with over 20 years of direct experience in the "Green" industry. 
 
Click here to obtain additional information... 
  
Axium Technologies, Inc. 
OTC:AXGI 
Axium Technologies, Inc. (“AXGI” or the “Company”), a leading provider of surveillance security 
systems software and hardware, recently announced the completion of a licensing agreement with 
Nadatel Co., Ltd. for its Maximum Software and the software-based Network Video Recorder 
products. Nadatel Co., Ltd. is one of the leading manufacturers of Digital Video Recorder and IP 
addressable cameras/servers in South Korea. Nadatel has been supplying its products to some of the 
largest electronic retailers in the world under OEM agreements. 
 
The agreement calls for Axium to create versions of its Maximum Software and Network Video products that 
specifically operate with Nadatel’s Digital Video Recorders and IP addressable servers/cameras. The agreement runs 
for two years with terms included for automatic renewal. The initial delivery of products is scheduled for the fourth 
quarter of 2007. When the integration work is completed, Axium will retain the industrial and intellectual property 
rights for the products. Under full production, this agreement is expected to deliver a minimum of $750,000 in annual 
revenue, while achieving gross margins in excess of 90%. 
 
Axium’s primary products include MAXIMUM Surveillance Software, which is the key solution providing 
interoperability for numerous digitalized security and surveillance products from diverse manufacturers. The 
Company’s Digital Video Recorders (DVRs) and Network Video Products (NVPs) are targeted at the Security and 
Surveillance segment of the gaming industry. The Company’s newest product "Tagger Trap " is a state of the art graffiti 
detection product, which detects and alarms local police of graffiti activity. The estimated cost of graffiti clean up in 
North America is projected at $1.0 billion annually. Millions of dollars have been budgeted in the past year by large 
metro police departments to detect and apprehend graffiti taggers.  Click here to obtain additional information... 
  
BlueFire Ethanol, Inc. 
OTCBB:BFRE 
BlueFire Ethanol, Inc. announced that The U.S. Department of Energy has invited it to participate in 
its loan guarantee program, which will provide federal loan guarantees for clean energy projects and 
is expected to spur further investment in these advanced energy technologies. As one of 143 project 
applicants who previously submitted pre-applications to the loan guarantee program, BlueFire 
Ethanol, along with 15 others, was recognized for its proposed third California-based project to b
a commercial-scale cellulosic ethanol plant using an array of low-cost feedstocks including landfill waste. 
 

uild 

http://www.wallstreetresources.net/advancedgrowing.asp
http://www.wallstreetresources.net/axium.asp
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BlueFire intends to build a multinational company that leads the world in producing biobased transportation fuels. Its 
business will encompass development activities leading to the construction and long-term operation of production 
facilities while maintaining technological advantage and ownership of the process technology and all its improvements. 
Ethanol will be produced from biorefinery facilities opportunistically constructed on or near landfills, waste collection 
and waste separation sites. Each facility will deploy the proprietary technology, which uses all cellulosic waste 
materials traditionally disposed of in landfills as feedstock.  Click here to obtain additional information... 
  
Ecosphere Technologies, Inc. 
OTCBB:ESPH 
Ecosphere Technologies, a diversified clean technology and services company, recently announced 
that it closed the previously announced sale of its patented robotic coating removal process for the 
marine industry to a private equity firm for $8 million. The private equity firm formed a new 
company to market the patented clean technology for the marine industry. 
 
This sale is further validation of the Company’s business model and mission to identify and create clean technologies 
that solve a significant industry challenge, improve the quality of the environment, and are economically viable. 
Ecosphere incubates clean technologies, from filing patents and manufacturing prototypes to full commercialization. 
Once a technology is proven, Ecosphere aggressively pursues an industry-leading strategic partner to drive the 
technology into the cleantech marketplace. 
 
Ecosphere Technologies, Inc., through its subsidiaries, develops and commercializes water and renewable energy 
technologies in the United States.It produces mobile filtration systems that are affixed to shipping containers or 
integrated into rugged off road vehicles to respond to natural or manmade disasters, as well as for industrial and 
military applications.The company also offers a line of patented robotic vehicles that remove paint and other coatings 
from ships using ultra high pressure water, reducing the discharge of contaminated residue or grit into the air and 
ocean. 
 
In addition, Ecosphere Technologies develops Ecos Lifelink, a micro utility that provides clean water, power, Internet, 
and telecommunication services to remote areas using solar and wind energy. Further, it is developing Ecos Com Cube, 
which provides cellular telephone, VOIP, and Internet connection services to residents of remote and off-grid areas of 
developing countries using renewable energy generated by the solar panels and wind turbines. The company was 
founded in 1998. It was formerly known as UltraStrip Systems, Inc. and changed its name to Ecosphere Technologies, 
Inc. in 2006. Ecosphere Technologies is based in Stuart, Florida.  Click here to obtain additional information... 
  
Edentify, Inc. 
OTCBB:EDFY 
Edentify Inc. recently announced that it has partnered with Total Payroll Management (TPM), an 
employee leasing firm that provides payroll services. The agreement marks Edentify’s second hu
resources agreement in three months. 
 
As part of the agreement, TPM will incorporate Edentify’s IDAlert™ identity fraud monitoring 
software into TPM’s clients’ employee benefit packages, thereby granting hundreds of companies nationwide an 
opportunity to offer Edentify’s product to their employees. Edentify’s partner, National ID Recovery (NIDR) will also 
add its Kaizen ID recovery remediation service to TPM’s clients’ employee benefit packages. IDAlert will 
continuously monitor client employees’ identities for manipulation and theft. The technology immediately notifies 
TPM’s clients when identities are compromised, helping clients mitigate damage. NIDR then helps victims easily 
restore their identity and lost finances with its Kaizen ID recovery kit. 
 
Edentify, Inc. was formed in August 2004 with the objective of becoming the leading organization in the field of 
developing and deploying data analysis technology solutions for preventing identity theft and fraud. It is currently a 
later development-stage company and expects shortly to begin a period of growth. Edentify will seek to fulfill its goals 
by analyzing the means by which identity crimes are perpetrated and through the development of new technologies and 
procedures to assist corporations, the government, and consumers in the fight against identity fraud and related crime. 
 
Edentify owns the intellectual property rights to two strategic approaches towards the detection and prevention of 

man 
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identity fraud. One is a patented information-based approach that analyzes identity data information for individuals in 
large databases, and is capable of detecting and scoring incidences of identity manipulation and potential theft (Identity 
Quotient Index(TM)). Edentify will continue to market this technology to the financial services industry, as well as to 
large healthcare organizations and local, state, and federal government agencies. 
 
Click here to obtain additional information... 
  
eFoodSafety.com, Inc. 
OTCBB:EFSF 
eFoodSafety.com, Inc. recently confirmed that during the initial phase of testing Cinnechol(TM) for 
the treatment of elevated cholesterol, an expanded study showed a very strong and totally 
unexpected benefit of reducing blood pressure among study participants showing symptoms of 
hypertension. Within this group taking Cinnechol(TM), blood pressure levels had dropped to normal 
levels within a short period of time even though the individuals had not expected or taken any other 
action to accomplish this goal. 
 
eFoodSafety.com, Inc. is dedicated to improving health conditions around the world through its innovative 
technologies. The Company’s Knock-Out Technologies subsidiary has developed an environmentally safe sporicidal 
product formulated entirely of food-grade components that eradicates anthrax and a germicidal product, Citroxin that 
kills six major bacteria: E-coli, Listeria, Pseudomonas, Salmonella, Staphylococcus, and Streptococcus, Avian 
Influenza, and Black Mold. The sporicidal product has completed its final efficacy laboratory study requisite for EPA 
registration. The Company’s MedElite subsidiary distributes clinically proven products to physicians who then 
prescribe the products for their patients. 
 
It recently became the owner of the Talsyn(TM)-CI/bid Scar Cream, that has been clinically proven to facilitate and 
improve the appearance, redness and strength of scars, as well as seven other products in the Talsyn(TM) line. The 
Company is also owner of Cinnergen(TM), a clinically-studied, non-prescription liquid whole food nutritional 
supplement that promotes healthy glucose metabolism and Cinnechol(TM), a new multi-faceted nutritional supplement 
specifically designed to naturally reduce total cholesterol levels without causing any side effects. The Company has 
entered into a joint venture agreement with CK41 Direct, Inc. to launch the PurEffect(TM) anti-acne skin care system.
 
Click here to obtain additional information... 
  
GelStat Corporation 
OTC:GSAC 
GelStat Corporation a consumer healthcare company focused on the development of over-the-
counter (OTC) products for treatment of pain and inflammation recently announced that it received a 
$200,000 purchase order from Icarus Medical Industries Co. for GelStat Migraine. The purchase 
order is contingent on approval from the Ministry of Health in Kuwait and is the first three expected 
orders to roll out the product throughout the Middle East. 
 
GelStat has a suite of effective healthcare products that address many consumer markets. Collectively, GelStat’s 
portfolio of products are in markets that produce over $10 billion dollars in annual sales. GelStat Migraine is a 
sublingually (under the tongue) administered OTC medication for acute relief from the pain and associated symptoms 
of migraine. 
 
GelStat™Arthritis is the second available product and utilizes GelStat’s patent pending formulation. It is provided as a 
daily use, sublingual dissolving tablet. The Company also has developed GelStat Sleep and GelStat Sinus. 
 
Click here to obtain additional information... 
  

http://www.wallstreetresources.net/edentify.asp
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Global Realty Development Corp. 
OTCBB:GRLY 
Global Realty Development Corp. in recent news announced that it has consummated the closing of, 
and became obligated under, an acquisition agreement dated July 19, 2007 with SMS Text Media, 
Inc. and the stockholders of SMS. Pursuant to the Acquisition Agreement, the Company agreed to 
purchase 100% of the authorized, issued and outstanding common stock of SMS in consideration 
for: (a) $3,000,000 in cash to the Selling Stockholders; (b) 10,000,000 shares of the Company’s 
common stock to the Selling Stockholders; (c) a $1,500,000 line of credit to SMS at an interest rate of no greater than 
12% per annum; and (d) contingent payments to the Selling Stockholders from earned income from SMS operations. 
 
Global Realty Development Corp. is an entertainment and gaming company operating with significant real estate 
holdings. Global acquired MJD Films and the majority interest in the TFM Group and is focused on pursuing 
opportunities in the entertainment and gaming industry. 
 
Global Realty Development has a solid balance sheet including $25 million in real estate assets and over $12.6 million 
in shareholder equity. This property is available for sale to finance strategic acquisitions and business development. 
 
Click here to obtain additional information... 
  
HS3 Technologies, Inc. 
OTCBB:HSTH 
HS3 Technologies, Inc. recently announced that the Company has signed a new contract with a 
Florida resort hotel. This second contract is for the upgrade and installation of new RFID door locks 
throughout the hotel. HS3 Technologies anticipates generating up to $500,000 in hardware related 
revenue. This new contract is in addition to the most recent security upgrade project of $600,000 
with this customer. These two contracts, in addition to the $250,000 per year it expects to generate i
recurring video monitoring revenue, will represent a multi-million dollar revenue opportunity with its real estate 
development customer. 
 
HS3 Technologies, Inc. is a national provider of innovative security solutions, headquartered in Denver, Colorado. HS3 
provides technologies and services through a national authorized dealer and distribution program. Utilizing independent 
sales professionals, national distribution and local dealers, HS3 offers custom security solutions for commercial, 
residential, government and military applications. These state-of-the-art products include digital video recording 
technology (DVR), biometric access control (door locks), personal biometric identification units, CCTV, video 
monitoring centers, cellular networks, wireless mesh networks units and wireless internet-linked satellite surveillance 
systems. HS3 Technologies is bringing together technologies, services and people to fulfill the increasing global 
security needs of today and tomorrow.  

n 

Click here to obtain additional information... 
  
Knight Energy Corporation 
OTC:KNEC 
Knight Energy (“Knight” or “the Company”) is a mid-continent domestic oil and gas company 
focused on opportunistic lease acquisition, drilling rig ownership and operation, and aggressive 
capital fund raising for drilling programs. Knight’s common shares are currently trading on the Pink 
Sheets under the ticker “KNEC”. Formed in March 2006, the Company has secured leases for more 
than 3,500 acres on the “Barnett Shale,” in Texas, and 1,000 acres in the high-profile area known as 
the “Salt Creek Prospect” in Oklahoma. An independent third-party engineer reserve analysis of the first three wells 
indicates “Total Proven and Probable Reserves” of approximately $7.6 million in cash flow over a 10-year period. 
 
The Company’s largest holding is Charles Hill Drilling, Inc. (“CHD”), a wholly owned subsidiary based in Texas. 
Through CHD, Knight is engaged in drilling activities in Stephens County, Texas. Additionally, CHD owns and 
manages its own drilling rig and employs three drill operating crews. This is a critical component in the production 
process as it ensures the Company’s ability to drill additional wells on the current leased property as well as other 
potential properties that Knight is reviewing for consideration. In addition to this equipment, which is capable of 
drilling one to two wells per month, Knight is in the process of evaluating other opportunities to acquire additional rigs.
 

http://www.wallstreetresources.net/GRD.asp
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The Company’s 2007 estimated proved reserves show 569,500,000 cubic feet of natural gas, and 117,000 BBLS of oil 
with a PV-10 of $6,187,000, an increase of 2,431% as compared to the 2006 report. The $6,187,000 is net of royalties, 
drilling costs, operating expenses, and state taxes and is discounted at 10% per year (“PV-10”). 
 
Click here to obtain additional information... 
  
Nanobac Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 
OTCBB:NNBP 
Nanobac Pharmaceuticals recently announce the signing of an exclusive distribution agreement with 
DPC-Lebanon (DPCL) covering Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, Iraq, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, United Arab 
Emirates, QATAR, Bahrain, Oman, and Egypt. 
 
Nanobac Pharmaceuticals, Inc. is a broad-based life development-stage science company that was 
created to advance technological developments in healthcare with respect to diseases where calcification is involved. 
Nanobac ’s primary business is research and development of diagnostic and therapeutic technologies related to 
nanobacteria, known as calcifying nanoparticles (CNPs).  Click here to obtain additional information... 
  
Northern Oil & Gas, Inc. 
OTCBB:NOGS 
Northern Oil & Gas, Inc. a Nevada corporation focused on drilling exploratory and developmental 
wells in the Rocky Mountain regions of the United States recently announced that Brigham 
Exploration Company, one of its drilling partners, announced substantial growth in its acreage 
position east of the Nesson Anticline in North Dakota, to roughly 30,000 net acres. Over 22,000 net 
acres are located in Mountrail County, North Dakota in a large area with recent high rate horizontal 
Bakken completions, and approximately 7,000 net acres are located in prospective extensional areas that have not 
experienced horizontal Bakken drilling. As a result of this activity, Brigham’s total net acreage position in the Williston 
Basin has grown to approximately 174,000 net acres. 
 
The primary target of Northern Oil is the Middle Bakken formation in the Williston Basin. Northern Oil’s secondary 
target is conventional, 3D driven, oil and gas exploration and development throughout the Rocky Mountain Region. 
The new acreage located in the Appalachia Basin will give the Company an opportunity to participate in the early stage 
development of a prolific North American natural gas play. With companies such as Talisman Energy, Chesapeake 
Energy and Range Resources active in the region, Northern Oil & Gas believes there are ample opportunities for 
partnerships to develop. 
 
Northern Oil and Gas, Inc. is an exploration and production company based in Wayzata, Minnesota. The company 
currently controls approximately 25,000 net mineral acres in the Williston Basin and 10,000 net mineral acres in the 
Appalachia Basin.  Click here to obtain additional information... 
  
Pet Ecology, Inc. 
OTC:PECD 
Pet Ecology Brands, Inc. recently announced that a national television advertising campaign 
introducing Pet Ecology Brand’s "Perfect Litter Alert" to the home delivery market has been running 
successfully on 14 different television network channels nationally including the Animal Planet, 
Discovery Channel, The Food Network, Life Time TV, Fine Living, Hallmark, E! TV, HGTV, 
Bravo and others. The national advertising is being conducted by the Company’s Internet and hom
delivery licensee, Pet Ecology Direct, LLC. 
 
After a long series of market tests intended to determine the effectiveness of content of the advertising being used on 
TV and Internet marketing, the company has come up with an advertising plan which will ensure continuous growth of 
the home delivery business and Pet Ecology’s brand awareness. As a result of initial marketing efforts and testing, the 
Company is already processing over 3,500 orders per week with the amount of orders expected to grow weekly as the 
customer base expands and as advertising becomes more targeted in conjunction with a scheduled increase in spending 
for the planned advertising. 
 

e 
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Pet Ecology Brands, Inc. has been developing and distributing technologically advanced earth-friendly pet products 
that are safe for pets, people and the planet since 1996. Currently, the Company has established distribution and retail 
penetration in 32 distributors that have an estimated 10,000 retailers and pet professional outlets in the U.S. and 
Canada.  Click here to obtain additional information... 
  
Remote Surveillance Technologies, Inc. 
OTC:RSUV 
Remote Surveillance Technologies recently announced that it has signed a Stock Purchase 
Agreement to acquire 100% of the outstanding shares of San Diego-based Network Cabling, Inc., 
("NCI"). NCI is a complete IT solution service firm providing design, installation and maintenance 
of IT systems, along with structured cabling solutions. 
 
Based on NCI’s un-audited revenue of approximately $4.0 million through September of 2007, and with the recent 
signed Agreement with Security Solutions, Remote Surveillance Technologies’ combined annual revenue guidance for 
2007 is expected to be approximately $10.0 million. NCI currently services clients such as Science Applications 
(SAIC), Johnson and Johnson, Sony, Texas Instruments, San Diego Port Authority and TD Waterhouse. 
 
Remote Surveillance Technologies is a full-service electronic security systems integrator and remote surveillance 
monitoring company. RST provides security analysis, systems design, equipment purchase, installation, and integration 
for off-site video monitoring. RST’s revenue is generated from both recurring video monitoring fees and systems 
installations. The monitoring advantages offered by RST to its clients include: the elimination of false alarms; incident 
verification at physical plant and with corporate vehicles; immediate notification to law enforcement; description and 
physical location of perpetrator(s) to law enforcement during the crime; immediate voice interaction with 
perpetrator(s); 24/7 on-site digital image recording and storage; redundant recording of events at monitoring station to 
preserve evidence, alarm indicator points for ease of reviewing incidents; and the significant lowering of the clients’ 
security costs by reducing or eliminating on-site guard personnel.  Click here to obtain additional information... 
  
Straight Up Brands, Inc. 
OTC:STRU 
Straight Up Brands, Inc. ("Straight Up" or the "Company") an emerging developer and international 
marketer of premium branded wines and spirits announced revenue results through August 2007 and 
full financials for the year ended December 31, 2006 reflecting the increased roll-out of Bracco 
Wines and sales of Sizzurp Purple Punch Liqueur and Lucky Nites Golden Liqueur that were 
acquired in the Company’s purchase of Rappin Brands in the first quarter of 2007. The results signal 
the continued national expansion of the Company’s distribution network and the launch in summer 2007 of shipments 
of Lucky Nites. Revenue for the 2006 fiscal year was $772,000, reflecting sales of Bracco wine only, which was 
launched in the second quarter of 2006. The Company is on track to increase wine sales for the year by 50% and for the 
sales of its spirits brands to exceed those of the wine. 
 
Straight Up Brands, Inc. develops, produces, and markets branded wine and alcoholic beverages through collaborations 
with artists, DJs and other influential celebrities. The Company’s premium branded products are within three growing 
categories of the spirits industry: wine, vodka and liqueurs/cordials. The Company’s first product brought to market is 
Bracco Wine; with the acquisition of Rappin Brands, it now has Sizzurp in distribution. 
 
Future products include Foxy Brown’s sparkling wine, Storm Vodka with DJ Clue, MoMo Mojito with Ja Rule, and 
Triple Coconut Rum with MOP. The Company anticipates adding to these product lines with additional celebrity 
endorsements throughout 2007. Leveraging the marketing power of artists combined with the current growth and solid 
profit margins in the spirits industry, the Company is well positioned for strong revenue growth, earnings and success.
 
Click here to obtain additional information... 
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DISCLAIMER - Wall Street Resources is an emerging growth company specialist, which publishes financial reports with respect to 
some of the securities that it covers and provides a newsletter and daily notes focused on micro-to-small capital companies on a 
subscription basis. The information contained in these publications is based upon sources, which we believe to be reliable, but is in no 
way warranted by us as to accuracy or completeness. The information contained herein is subject to change without notice, and we 
assume no responsibility to update the information in our financial publications. We, our affiliates, and any officer, director or 
stockholder or any member of their families may have a position in and may from time to time purchase or sell any securities discussed 
in our financial publications or included in our newsletters. An employee, author, officer, or a director of the firm, or its affiliates, may 
serve as a director for companies mentioned in our financial publications. There may be instances when fundamental, technical, and 
quantitative opinions may not be in concert. Our affiliates may from time to time perform investment banking or other services for, or 
solicit investment banking or other business from, any company mentioned on this web site. While no companies pay a fee to be included 
in our newsletter, certain companies, which are published as featured companies on our website, pay a due diligence fee for participation 
in the Wall Street Resources’ financial publication and distribution program. In compliance with rule 17b of the Securities and Exchange 
Commission, detailed information regarding compensation from such companies is included on the last page of such reports, is explained 
in the disclaimer located at http://wallstreetresources.net/disclaimer.htm and is listed on the following pages. 
 
GelStat Corporation - Wall Street Resources is a consultant to GelStat Corporation and was compensated between December of 2003 
and November of 2007 with $10,000 and 495,000 shares of 144 restricted stock for due diligence and consulting fees. 
 
Profile Technologies, Inc. - Wall Street Resources is a consultant to Profile Technologies, Inc. and was compensated between December 
of 2003 and June of 2005 with 80,000 shares of 144 restricted stock for due diligence and consulting fees. 
 
Q Comm International, Inc. - A principal of WSR has worked as a consultant to Q Comm International in the past and has received 
9,416 shares of common stock and just under $10,000 in cash between October of 2001 and September of 2002.  In addition, WSR 
received $3,000 in cash in October of 2003 and $3,000 in November of 2003 for consulting services. 
 
VFinance Investments, Inc. - A principal of WSR has worked as a consultant to vFinance Investments in the past and has received 
35,506 shares of common stock and $7,500 in cash between approximately December of 2001 and September of 2002. 
 
Assured Pharmacy, Inc. - Wall Street Resources is a consultant to Assured Pharmacy and was compensated from February of 2004 to 
November 2004 with $15,000 in cash and 50,000 shares of 144 restricted stock for due diligence and consulting fees. 
 
Titan General Holdings, Inc. - WSR discloses a principal of WSR has worked as a consultant to Titan General Holdings in the past and 
has received 30,000 shares of common stock between August and September of 2002. WSR also received $25,500 and 35,000 shares of 
144 restricted stock in between August 2004 and August of 2005 for due diligence and consulting fees extending through January 2006. 
 
Thomas Equipment, Inc. - Wall Street Resources is a consultant to Thomas Equipment, Inc. and was compensated with $32,500 in cash 
for due diligence and consulting fees from December 2004 through December 2005. 
 
New Century Companies, Inc. - Wall Street Resources is a consultant to New Century Companies, Inc. and was compensated with 
$25,000 in cash and 100,000 shares of 144 restricted stock for due diligence and consulting fees from December 2004 through May 2005 
 
MEDirect Latino - Wall Street Resources is a consultant to MEDirect Latino, Inc. and was compensated with $25,000 in cash and 
25,000 shares of 144 restricted stock for due diligence and consulting fees from May 2005 through December 2005. WSR also received 
$1,000 per month for investor relations services from November 2005 to June 2006. 
 
InterLink Global Corporation - Wall Street Resources is a consultant to InterLink Global Corporation and was compensated with 
$15,000 in cash and 25,000 shares of 144 restricted stock for due diligence and consulting fees from June 2005 through November 2005. 
 
Pet Ecology, Inc. - Wall Street Resources is a consultant to Pet Ecology, Inc. and was compensated with $20,000 in cash and 150,000 
shares of 144 restricted stock for due diligence and consulting fees from December 2005 through May 2006.  WSR also receives $2,500 
per month for investor relations services.  
 
Seamless Technology, Inc. - Wall Street Resources received $2,500 for investor relations services.  
 
Mattman Specialty Vehicles, Inc. - Wall Street Resources is a consultant to Mattman and was compensated with $15,000 in cash and 
30,000 shares of 144 restricted stock for due diligence and consulting fees from February 2006 through September 2006.  WSR also 
received $2,500 per month for investor relations services from January 2006 to August 2006. 
 
Global Music International, Inc. - Wall Street Resources is a consultant to Global Music and was compensated with 15,000 shares of 
common stock from a third party for due diligence and consulting fees from February 2006 through August 2006. 
 
Bridgetech Holdings Intl., Inc. - Wall Street Resources is a consultant to Bridgetech and was compensated with $15,000 in cash and 
12,000 shares of 144 restricted stock for due diligence and consulting fees from February 2006 through September 2006. 
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Datascension, Inc. - Wall Street Resources is a consultant to Datascension and was compensated with $15,000 in cash and 100,000 
shares of 144 restricted stock for due diligence and consulting fees from April 2006 through November 2006.   
 
Dynamic Health Products, Inc. - Wall Street Resources is a consultant to Dynamic and was compensated with $13,000 in cash and 
100,000 shares of 144 restricted stock for due diligence and consulting fees from June 2006 through September 2007.  WSR also receives 
$2,500 per month for investor relations services. 
  
Global Reality Development, Corp. - Wall Street Resources is a consultant to Global Reality Development and was compensated with 
$15,000 in cash and 90,000 shares of 144 restricted stock for due diligence and consulting fees from July2006 through January 2006. 
 
BlueFire Ethanol, Inc. Wall Street Resources receives $2,500 per month for investor relations services from BlueFire Ethanol, Inc. 
 
Advanced Growing Systems, Inc. Wall Street Resources receives $2,500 per month for investor relations services from Advanced 
Growing Systems, Inc. 
 
StraightUp Brands, Inc. Wall Street Resources receives $2,500 per month for investor relations services from StraightUp Brands, Inc. 
 
Packaged Home Solutions, Inc. Wall Street Resources received $15,000 for investor relations services from Packaged Home Solutions, 
Inc. 
 
Nanobac - Wall Street Resources is a consultant to Nanobac and was compensated with $15,000 in cash and 466,666 shares of 144 
restricted stock for due diligence and consulting fees from September 2006 through February 2007. 
 
Universal Capital Management - Wall Street Resources is a consultant to Universal and was compensated with $25,000 in cash for due 
diligence and consulting fees from August 2006 through February 2007. 
 
ioWorld Media, Inc. - Wall Street Resources is a consultant to ioWorld Media and was compensated with $15,000 in cash and 50,000 
shares of 144 restricted stock for due diligence and consulting fees from October 2006 through April 2007. 
 
U.S. Sustainable Energy Corporation - Wall Street Resources is a consultant to U.S. Sustainable and was compensated with $10,000 in 
cash and 450,000 shares of 144 restricted stock for due diligence and consulting fees from October 2006 through April 2007. 
 
Third-Order Nanotechnologies, Inc. - Wall Street Resources is a consultant to Third and was compensated with $15,000 in cash and 
60,000 shares of 144 restricted stock for due diligence and consulting fees from November 2006 through June 2007. 
 
RST Technologies, Inc. - Wall Street Resources  has received or expects to receive $15,000 in cash and 230,000 shares of 144 restricted 
stock for due diligence fees and consulting services provided to Remote Surveillance Technologies from February of 2007 through April 
of 2008 and $2,500 per month for investor relations services.  
 
eFoodSafety, Inc. - Wall Street Resources is a consultant to eFoodSafety and was compensated with $10,000 in cash and 225,000 shares 
of 144 restricted stock for due diligence and consulting fees from December 2006 through June 2007.  

Nano Chemicals Systems Holdings, Inc. - Wall Street Resources is a consultant to Nano Chemicals and was compensated with $15,000 
in cash and 70,000 shares of 144 restricted stock for due diligence and consulting fees from January 2007 through July 2007. 

HS3 Technologies, Inc. - Wall Street Resources is a consultant to HS3 and was compensated with $15,000 in cash and 90,000 shares of 
144 restricted stock for due diligence and consulting fees from January 2007 through September 2007. 

Axiom Technologies, Inc. - Wall Street Resources is a consultant to Axiom and was compensated with $15,000 in cash and 60,000 
shares of 144 restricted stock for due diligence and consulting fees from February 2007 through September 2007. 

Edentify, Inc. - Wall Street Resources is a consultant to Edentify and was compensated with $15,000 in cash and 60,000 shares of 144 
restricted stock for due diligence and consulting fees from February 2007 through September 2007. 

Lucas Energy, Inc. - Wall Street Resources received $10,000 for investor relations services from a third party.  

Northern Oil & Gas, Inc. - Wall Street Resources is a consultant to Northern Oil and was compensated with $25,000 in cash and 15,000 
shares of 144 restricted stock for due diligence and consulting fees from May 2007 through December 2007. 
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Ecosphere Technologies, Inc. - Wall Street Resources is a consultant to Ecosphere and was compensated with $15,000 in cash and 
200,000 shares of 144 restricted stock for due diligence and consulting fees from October 2007 through November 2008. 

Wall Street Resources, Inc. is not a broker/dealer or registered investment advisor and thus the information on this site is not intended to 
provide tax, legal or investment advice. The information does not constitute a solicitation of any order to buy or sell any securities. Wall 
Street Resources, Inc. is a financial publisher and not a broker/dealer or registered investment advisor, and thus all trades and actual 
trading, decisions are made solely by the individual investor, not by Wall Street Resources, Inc.  Wall Street Resources, Inc. and/or the 
employees of Wall Street Resources, Inc. will not be held responsible for any losses that might occur from the use of the information 
provided by our newsletter services, or any other information related to Wall Street Resources, Inc. that might be acted upon by an 
investor. The information provided herein may be displayed and printed for your personal, noncommercial use only. You may not 
reproduce, retransmit, distribute, disseminate, sell, publish, broadcast or circulate the information to anyone, without the express written 
consent of Wall Street Resources, Inc.  
 
This newsletter may contain forward-looking statements, particularly as related to pro forma financial statements, earnings estimates and 
business expectations, within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and Sections 21E of the Securities Exchange Act 
of 1934, and are subject to the safe harbor created by these sections. Any statements that express or involve discussions with respect to 
predictions, expectations, beliefs, plans, projections, objectives, goals, assumptions or future events or performance are not statements of 
historical fact and may be "forward looking statements." Forward looking statements are based on expectations, estimates and projections 
at the time the statements are made that involve a number of risks and uncertainties which could cause actual results or events to differ 
materially from those presently anticipated. These forward-looking statements are only made as of the date of their release and Wall 
Street Resources and the companies discussed do not undertake any obligation to publicly update such forward-looking statements to 
reflect subsequent events or circumstances.    
 
Wall Street Resources, Inc. is an information provider only.  We cannot control market conditions, liquidity, market shutdowns, entry and 
exit prices, Internet shut-downs, or fax and mail delays. All investors should only invest or trade with capital that is risk capital that they 
can afford to lose. You may cancel your Wall Street Resources’ newsletter service at any time and receive a full, pro-rata refund for the 
unused portion of your subscription.  If emerging growth stock investing or trading seems too risky for you, you might want to consider 
starting with a less aggressive form of investing, such as the regular mutual fund contributions.  

 
For additional information contact: 

Wall Street Resources, Inc. 
2646 SW Mapp Road, Suite 303 

Palm City, FL 34990 
772-219-7525 (telephone) 

www.wallstreetresources.net

http://www.wallstreetresources.net/
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